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Chile
• largest exporter of 
off-season fruit
• 13,800 fresh fruit 
growers
• 324,000 ha planted
• 518 exporters
Accurate and early predictions of 
yield represent an opportunity for 
growers and exporters







• Based on unrepresentative fruit 
counts
• Errors of 20% or more, depending on 
the species
• Hardware, software, procedures 
• Yield forecasts with known range 
of error of 10% or less
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Bortritis
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Results in cherries






Rio Blanco Kordia 2.2 -1,700 -10%
Rio Blanco Lapins 2.4 311 0.5%
Frusan Bing 3.6 -120 -0.9%
Frusan Bing 2.4 -938 -2.2%
Greenvic Bing 6.6 1,600 2.1%
Dayenu Tulare 1.3 64 3.2%
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Company Variety Area 
(ha)
    Estimation
 (kg)
Error  














Sta Emiliana Carmenere 3.1 -419 -1.6%
Sta Emiliana Carmenere 4.9 -101 -2.9%
Results in apples and pears






Frusan Granny Smith 8.6 22,000 4.4%
Frusan Fuji Raku Raku 7.6 4,853 1.8%
Greenvic Granny Smith 11.3 -18,260 -4.9%
Greenvic Granny Smith 11.3 -41,013 -12.2%
Greenvic Pink Lady 6.7 15,425 5.9%
Kleppe D’Anjou 3.5 -14,020 -10.9%
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The message
• Opportunity to improve profitability 
of farm business  Opportunity for 
UAS adoption 
• Technologies support but do not 
replace agronomic knowledge
• Benefit to grower must equal or 
exceed additional cost
But we need …
• Lower cost commercial grade UAVs
• Autonomy
– Easy to pilot
– Flight duration under windy conditions
– Take-off and landing in limited space
– Safe
• Suitable, cost-effective multispectral 
and thermal cameras
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